Postponement of Empack event
on 24 & 25 June 2020
Muttenz/Basel, 02/04/2020

Due to the coronavirus situation, the Empack 2020 trade fair is being postponed
until 18 & 19 November 2020.
Dear exhibitors and partners,
We informed you on 14 March 2020 that the Empack 2020 trade fair in Zurich was being
postponed until 24 & 25 June due to the official measures taken to stop the spread of
coronavirus. As you will no doubt be aware, the situation has become considerably worse
since then and the Federal Council has introduced more far-reaching measures to protect
the public, including banning gatherings of five or more people. In addition, the latest
predictions for the pandemic suggest that the virus is likely to spread even further and
that the official measures and restrictions (in particular those relating to public events)
will in all probability be extended or even intensified.
The wellbeing, health and safety of our employees, visitors, exhibitors and all other
participants remain our main concern at Easyfairs. The aforementioned circumstances,
coupled with the strong likelihood that predictions for the spread of the virus will prove to
be accurate, have prompted Easyfairs to postpone the Empack event in Zurich again,
namely to 18 & 19 November 2020.
A further factor in this decision was the feedback from numerous exhibitors who,
especially due to the health risks, were sceptical about holding the event in June.
Easyfairs’ main priority remains providing its contractual services in full despite the
difficult circumstances, which is why the event in question is being postponed rather than
cancelled. It was very important to us that we find the best possible dates for the target
industry and everyone involved. The new dates have therefore been determined on the
basis of intensive discussions with numerous exhibitors. We will, of course, keep you
regularly updated and can assure you that we will do our utmost to ensure a great event
when it eventually goes ahead.
Thank you for your understanding and support during these difficult times.
Best regards,
Easyfairs Switzerland GmbH
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